
ABHED Team Social Awareness Report 

As ABHED team, we have implemented many projects in order to introduce people to Spinal 

muscular atrophy (SMA) disease and to raise awareness. First of all, we have prepared posts 

containing general information about the disease, as well as explanations about treatment 

methods and nutrition of patients, in our social media accounts we opened with the name 

@smaabhed on Instagram and Twitter. The photos of our Instagram and twitter accounts 

are as follows. 

   

Figure 1: ABHED team instagram profile photo. 

  

Figure 2: ABHED team twitter profile photo. 



Later, we designed a poster and flyer that introduced the SMA disease and especially 

highlighted the carrier test. We distributed the posters we designed in Kocaeli and Istanbul 

districts. We also informed people about the disease and carriage during the distribution. As 

a result of the intense interest and curiosity of the audience, we had very good interactions. 

The photos we took during the design and distribution of our poster and flyer are as follows. 

  

Figure 3: Photographs of posters hung in stores and shops around Istanbul and Kocaeli. 



  

Figure 4: ABHED team poster design with 2 different color copies. 

   

Figure 5: ABHED team flyer design. 

Our next awareness step took place through Help Steps. Thanks to this application, you can 

transform the steps you take during the day into HS steps and donate them to any 

institution or event you want. We started a donation movement for the association fighting 

SMA disease. A meaningful work came out when our followers living in different provinces 

spread this step mobilization around them. You can find all the donors who have taken a 

screenshot of their donation to us and our bonus step donations thanks to them. Apart from 

these, we also had friends who donated secretly. However, to say an average step, 

approximately 3 million steps have been donated. 

 

 



THE LIST OF DONATIONS TO SMADER AND THE NUMBER OF DONATED STEPS 

AYŞENUR KURT = 11.732 steps 

BERRANUR SERT = 7.500 steps 

BAHAR ÇANDUR = 55.100 steps 

ŞEYMANUR ASLAN = 50.203 steps 

SUDE KARAN = 128.427 steps 

GÜLAY YAVUZ = 1.300 steps 

KÜBRA KORKMAZ = 50.000 steps 

BATUHAN BAYRAM = 67.000 steps 

MUSTAFA AKIN AKARSU = 26.815 steps 

EMRAH AVCIOĞLU = 107.300 steps 

HALİL İBRAHİM PAY = 105.100 steps 

OSMAN SAİT AKBAŞ = 56.400 steps 

EYLÜL UYSAL = 5.300 steps 

MERYEM KURT = 51.600 steps 

EDANUR TÜRK = 4.400 steps 

BÜŞRA KANBUR = 60.600 steps 

KEVSER KARABAY = 61.900 steps 

DAVUT ŞAN = 31.483 steps 

AHMET ASAF PAY = 68.500 steps  

MELİKE NUR HOŞ = 32.600 steps 

MİRAÇ BAYBURT = 645 steps 

EKREM CAN YALIM = 2.600 steps 

RANA ÖZTÜRK = 74.861 steps 

CEYDA GÜNEŞ = 31.800 steps 

ANADOLU GÜNEŞİ STK = 400.000 steps 

BÜŞRA KARTAL = 150.000 steps 

ECE CİRİT = 50.000 steps 

ESRA AKSOY = 50.000 steps 



HİLAL EKŞİ = 50.000 steps 

SİNEM KAYIM = 50.000 steps 

NURSENA ALTAY = 50.000 steps 

DİLARA BİLİR = 50.000 steps 

MUHAMMET TALHA ASLAN= 50.000 steps 

DİDEM YEMENCİLER = 50.000 steps 

MAHMUT SAMİ SERT = 50.000 steps 

İLKE ERGÜVANLI = 50.000 steps 

ALEYNA XHEMAILI = 50.000 steps 

ASLI ÖZ = 50.000 steps 

SENEM TUGCUOGLU = 50.000 steps 

CEYDA YILMAZ = 50.000 steps 

FATMA HAFSA TUĞRUL = 50.000 steps 

BARIŞ KAYALI = 50.000 steps 

GÖKAY ŞİRİN = 50.000 steps 

GİZEM KUBULAN = 50.000 steps 

TUĞÇE YAĞDIRAN = 50.000 steps 

HİLAL MERVE PAY = 50.000 steps 

YASEMİN DURMAZ = 50.000 steps 

MERVE AYTAÇ = 50.000 steps 

BENGİSU ÖZALP = 50.000 steps 

NİLAY ALAY = 50.000 steps 

İLAYDA BELER = 50.000 steps 

 

Another awareness study was our article about SMA disease that we prepared for Büşra 

Yusufoğullu's blog. Our article was shared on many social platforms such as linkedin, twitter 

and instagram, with the aim of reaching a wider audience. Thus, it was read by many people 

and interaction was achieved. Blog page yusufoglubusra.wixsite.com/website/blog 

You can reach by clicking the link. 

 



  

Figure 6: The cover view of the article we wrote on the blog page. 

Finally, we applied for a project to be realized jointly with theKIZILAY. Our project is currently in the 

acceptance phase. It has been verbally approved and our negotiations are still ongoing to support it 

with official documents. Our project is all starting from Istanbul in Turkey in places that  the KIZILAY 

saw suitable for rare diseases and SMA-focused stands open and people about SMA disease, the 

emergence causes, effects and course on the person's illness and to create social awareness in the 

referring community of the available treatment methods. In addition, financial aid will be collected 

and transferred to SMADER to be used for various needs of patients. Among our vision for the future 

is the establishment of a department in which this project will not only be informative, but in KIZILAY 

under the name of Rare Diseases.  Our initiatives regarding this are at the stage of official approval. 

We think that our work will have a greater impact with an STK- Non-governmental organization-  like 

the KIZILAY, which is respected and loved by our people. 

As a result, we have had many initiatives in the name of social awareness, including our social media 

accounts, our donation movement, the article we wrote on the blog page, the design of the flyer, the 

distribution of our posters and our KIZILAY project application. We will continue to strive and raise 

awareness for our ongoing initiatives even though the competition period is over. 

 


